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EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
FOR NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

IN HILBERT SPACES

NORIMICHI HIRANO

(Communicated by Barbara Lee Keyfitz)

Abstract. In this paper, we consider the existence and multiplicity of periodic

solutions of the problem u' + Au B g(t, u) where A is a subdifferential of

a convex function defined in a Hilbert space H and g: R x H —> H is a

Caratheodory function periodic with respect to the first variable.

1. Introduction

Let (H, || • ||) be a Hilbert space with an inner product (•, •) and A c

H xH be an m-accretive operator given by the form A = dtp , where d cp is the

subdifferential of a lower semicontinuous proper convex function cp: D(cp) c

H -> R, with domain D(cp) dense in H. In the present paper, we consider the

existence of T-periodic solutions for nonlinear evolution equations of the form

(P) -£ + Au3g(t,u),        t£R,

where g: R x H -+ H is a Caratheodory function.

We state our assumptions imposed on A and g :

(Hx) For some X > 0, J^ = (I + X"XA)~X is a compact mapping on H;

(H2) g: R x H -» H is a Caratheodory mapping (i.e., for each v £ H

the mapping t —> g(t,v) is measurable, and for each t £ R the mapping

v —» g(t, v) is continuous) and satisfies that for some Mx, M2 > 0

\\g(t, v)\\ < Mx\\v\\ +M2   for all t £ R and v £ H.

We now state our main result.

Theorem. Suppose that (Hx) and (H2) hold. Assume further that g is T-

periodic with respect to the first variable and satisfies that there exist positive

constants a and b such that

(*) (z -g(t, v), v) > a\\v\\2 - b   for all v £ D(A) and z £ Av.

Then the problem (P) has at least one T-periodic mild solution.
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Existence of T-periodic solutions for (P) has been investigated by many au-

thors (cf. [5-7]) under the assumption that A is m-accretive and g is Lipschitz

continuous with respect to the second variable. In the case that g is merely

continuous with respect to the second variable, the existence of periodic solu-

tions of (P) was studied in [2, 8, 9]. Becker [2] considered the case that g

is continuous and A: D(A) —> H is a closed densely defined linear operator.

Recently, Vrabie [9] extended Becker's result to fully nonlinear cases. In [9] it

is assumed that H is a real Banach space and A: D(A) —> 2H is an m-accretive

operator such that D(A) is convex, A generates a compact semigroup,

(ci) there exists a > 0 such that A - al is m-accretive,

(C2)   g is a T-periodic Caratheodory mapping and satisfies

lim(l/V)sup{||g(?, v)\\: / £R, v £ D(A),  \\v\\ < r} = m < a.
r—>oo

For additional references for periodic solutions of the problem (P), the reader

is referred to Vrabie [9]. In the introduction of [9], the reader can find detailed

explanations of the difficulty caused by the lack of Lipschitz continuity for g

and of the results established so far. Our approach is quite different from

that employed in [9]. Though our method requires that A is a subdifferential

of a functional, we do not need that A - al is m-accretive for some a > 0

and then our results can be applied to a wide class of elliptic operators. The

assumption (*) is a unilateral condition and then we do not need the opposite

side restriction. (See §3.) We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory

of nonlinear evolution equations. (See Barbu [1] and Brezis [4] for the basic

concepts and results of nonlinear evolution equations.)

2. Proof of Theorem

We denote by L2(0, T; H) the space of functions v. [0, T] —* H such

that /0r \\v\\2 dt < 00. The norm and the inner product of L2(0, T; H) are

denoted by || • ||r and ((•, •)), respectively. We identify the functions in

L2(0, T; H) with T-periodic functions. For each positive integer m, we de-

note by Wm'2(0, T; H) the space of functions v: [0, T] —> H such that

v(,) £ L2(0, T; H) for 0 < i < m, where t>(,) denotes the rth deriva-
tive in the sense of distribution. For a reflexive Banach space E, a map-

ping T: E —> E* is said to be pseudomonotone if u„ —> u weakly in E and

limsup„^00(r«„ , u„ - u) < 0 imply that Tun —> Tu weakly in E* and

(Tu, u - v) < liminf(r»„ , un - v)   for all v £ E.
n—>oo

We put Ai = X(I - Jx) for X > 0. It is known that J^ is nonexpansive (i.e.,

\\J^x - Jxy\\ < \\x - y\\ for x, y £ H). It is also known that Akx £ AJkx and
hx = Jn(hx + p~xAxx) for X, p > 0 and x £ H (cf. [4]). It follows from
this equality that (Hx) implies that Jx is compact for all X > 0. For each

n > 1 , we put A„ = 8<p„, where cpn is a functional defined by cp„(x) -

infu6#{«||.x - m||2/2 + <p(u)}. Since cp is a proper convex lower semicon-

tinuous function, the induced functional defined by cp(u)(t) = <p(u(t)) for

u £ L2(0, T; H) is proper convex lower semicontinuous and the domain D((f>)

is dense in L2(0, T;H).
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Therefore, A = dcp is maximal monotone in L2(0, T; H). For simplicity,

we write A and tp instead A and cp , respectively. In the following, we assume
that (Hi) and (H2) hold.

To find a solution of the problem (P), we consider the approximate equations

(1 d2u     du ,     T   .
-nJl2- + U+A"U = g{t>J"u)>

u(T + t) = u(t),        t£R.

Definition 1. A strong solution of the problem (P„) is a T-periodic function

u: R -» H whose restriction to [0, T] belongs to W2>2(0, T; H) and which

satisfies (P„) a.e. for t £ R.

Definition 2. A generalized solution of (P„), or a solution of (P„), is a T-

periodic function u: R —> H whose restriction to [0, T] belongs to
Wx>2(0, T;H) and satisfies

(P.)        ({^'^))+((^ + A"U-8{t'J"U)'V))=°

for all v £ W verifying v(0) = v(T).

In the following, we denote by W the space defined by

W = {v;v:R-*H, v(t+ T) = v(t) for t £ R, andv\l0,T\eW2-2(0,T;H)}

endowed with the norm || • ||i,t- of Wx'2(0, T; H). That is,

\\v ||2; T = |M|f + \\v\\2T   forv£W.

Here we define an operator Tn: W —> W* by

«*-".-»-<(:£•£»

+ (i-j^ + A„u - g(t, J„u), v\\    for u,v£W.

Then it is obvious that if u £ W satisfies Tnu = 0, then u is a solution of

the problem (P„). It also follows from the definitions above that each solution

u £ W of (P„) is a solution of (P„) if u\l0,T] e W2<2(0, T;H).

Remark I. The idea of considering approximating equations (P„) is suggested

by the observation that for each n > 1 the critical points of the functional Fn
defined by

Fn(u) = j   L-"> (^\\Ut\\2 + v(u)X\ dt-J  e-nt j j"   X g(x)dxdxdt

are solutions of the problem (P„) provided that each critical point is contained

in W2<2(0, T; H). The existence of the critical points of F„ follows easily

from the fact that F„(v) —» oo, as ||w||iyr —» oo under the assumption (*).

Remark 2. We may assume without any loss of generality that cp attains its

minimum at 0. In fact, if cp attains its minimum at Uq ̂  0, we put A(v) —

A(v + «o) and g(v) = g(v + uq) . Then if it is a solution of the problem (P)

with A and g replaced by A and g, we can see that u = ii + uo is a solution

of (P). In the following, we assume that 0 is the minimal point of cp. Then,

since Jn is nonexpansive and 7„0 = 0 for n > 1, we have that \\Jnv\\ < \\v\\

and \\A„v\\ < 2n\\v\\ for n > 1 and v £ H.
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Lemma 1. For each n>\, Tn: W —> W* is a pseudomonotone operator.

Proof. Fix n > 1. Let {w,} c W be a sequence such that u,> —> u £ W weakly
in W and

(2.1) \imsup((T„u,, u,-u)) <0.

Since {||M/||i,r} is bounded we may assume that «, -> w € L2(0, T; H) weakly

in L2(0, T; H) and A„Uj —> z weakly in L2(0, T; H). It also follows that

(2.2) sup{||M,-(OI|: i > 1, 0 < t < T} < oo.

Since /„ is compact, we have that {Jn(Uj(t)): i > 1, 0 < t < T} is relatively

compact in H. Since J„ is nonexpansive, it follows from the boundedness of

{|luilli,7"} that {(Jn(Uj))t: t> 1} is bounded in L2(0, T;H). Thus we obtain
that {/„(«,)} is relatively compact in L2(0, T; H). Then we may assume by

extracting subsequences that /„(«,-) converges to v £ L2(0, T; H) strongly in

L2(0, T; H). Since m, —» u weakly in L2(0, T; H), we have that v = Jnu

(cf. [4, Proposition 2.5]). Then it follows that g(Jn(ut)) —> g(Jn(u)) strongly

in L2(0, T; H). Therefore, we have

lim sup /    ( -(un, uit - ut) - (uit, u) + (AnUj, u, - u)) dt < 0.
!'-»00      JO       \U )

Noting that

||m»||t- < liminf \uit\T
i—»oo

and

lim ((uit, m)) = lim ({«,-, «,» = 0,
n—»oo n—>oo

we find that limsupi_00((.4„M,, w, - «)) < 0. Then, since A„ is maximal

monotone, we have from [1, Chapter II, Lemma 1.3] that lim,-_>00((ylnMI-, «,-)) =

((Anu, u)) and Anut converges weakly to A„u. Then we obtain that Tnut

converges weakly to T„u and then {{Tnu,u-v))< liminf,_00((7,„«;, m, - v))

for all v £ W. This completes the proof.   □

Lemma 2. There exists «o > 1 s«c/z that for each « > «o 'Ae mapping T„

satisfies

(2.3) lim    ((T„v,v)) = oc.
ll«lli,r-*oo

Proo/. From the definition of An , we have that

(^„v, v) = n\\v - 7„f ||2 + (Anv, 7„u)    for tie/7.

Then we have by (*) that for each n > 1 and v £ H

(Anv-g(t, J„v),v)

(24) > (A„v-g(t, Jnv), J„v) + n\\v - Jnv\\2

-(Mx\\Jnv\\ + M2)\\v-J„v\\

> a\\Jnv\\2 + n\\v - Jnv\\2 - (Mx\\Jnv\\ + M2)\\v - J„v\\ - b.

Let m > 1 satisfy

(2.5) c = af^iV_^L>0.
\   m   J       m
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If v £ H satisfies \\v - J„v\\ < (l/m)\\v\\, then, recalling that ||7„u|| < ||u||,
we have by (2.4) and (2.5) that

(Anv - g(t, Jnv),v) > a (^)2\\v\\2 - ^Nl2 - %\\v\\ - b
(2 6) \   m   J mm

= c\\v\r-\\v\\ - b.
m

On the other hand, forv£H satisfying ||i> - J„v\\ > (l/m)\\v\\, we find by
(2.4) that

(2.7) (A„v-g(t,J„v),v)> (JL-2Mx)\\v\\2-2M2\\v\\-b.

Then combining (2.6) and (2.7), we find that there exist no > I , C > 0, and

p > 0 such that for each n > «o

(2.8) (Anv - g(t, J„v), v) > p\\v\\2 - C   for all t £ R and v £ H.

Now let « > «o • Then for each v £ W we have by (2.8) and the definition of

Tn that

({T„v,v))>jo   (^\\Vt\\2 + p\\v\\2-C^dt.

This implies that limn^n, T^00((T„v , v)) = oo.   D

Lemma 3. For each n > no, there exists a strong solution u„ £ W2'2(0, T; H)

of the problem (P„) satisfying

i        2

(2.9) -u„„     <4||Mnr||2- + 2M2||u„||2r + 2rM2.
ft T-

Proof. Let « > «o • Then we have by Lemma 2 that Tn is coercive in W.

Then, since Tn is pseudomonotone, we have that there exists un £ W such

that Tnun - 0 (cf. [3]). That is, u„ is a solution of (Pn). We show that

un £ W2<2(0, T; H). Let {wj,} c W2<2(0, T;H)nW be an approximating
sequence such that u'„ converges to un strongly in Wx>2(0, T; H). Then from

the definition of Tn we have that for each v £ W

((--Ktt + Kt + AnK - g(t, J„u'n), v\\ ->0   as /'->oo.

This implies that (\/n)u'ntt converges to unt + Anun - g(t, Jnu„) weakly in

W*. Since un, + Anu„ - g(t, J„u„) £ L2(0, T; H), we obtain that untt £
L2(0, T; H). That is, u„ £ W2-2(0, T; H) and

(2.10) --u„tt + unt + A„u„ -g(t, J„un) = 0.

We multiply (2.10) by untt and integrate over [0, T]. Then, noting that A„ is

Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 2« , we find

/    \-\\Untt\\2dt<    f   (||^||||(^M„),|| + ||M„„||(7l/1!|/„M„||+M2))^

<   / (2«||M„(||2 + ||Mn„||(M1||M„||+M2))^.
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Then we find

fT II 1        2 fT ( 1 \
/    \\-u„„     dt<   /       2||w„,||2-r-   -untt   (Mx\\un\\+M2)) dt
Jo   IIn Jo    \ n /

1   1      2
<2||M„(||2r + -   -untt     + M2\\un\\2T + TM2.

Z. ft -r

Then we can see that (2.9) follows.   □

Proof of Theorem. By Lemma 3, we have that for each n > no there exists a

strong solution u„ of the problem (P„). That is, un is T-periodic and satisfies

,~ , ,s 1 d2un     du„ , „
(2.11) ---^ + -^ + Anun = g(t,Jnun)   &.e.t£R.

We multiply (2.11) by un and integrate over [0, T]. Then we have by (2.8)

(2.12) J   [^\\unt\\2 + p\\un\A dt <TC.

Then we have that {||«n||r} is bounded and that {\\g(t, Jnun)\\T} is bounded.

We next multiply (2.11) by unl and integrate over [0, T]. Then, noting that

/   (A„un, unt) dt = cpn(un(T)) - cpn(un(0)) = 0,
Jo

we find

(2.13) \\unt\\2T < \\Unt\\T\\g(t, JnUn)\\T< ||«ii/||r(^l||"n||r + M2).

This implies that {||««(||r} is bounded. It then follows that

(2.14) sup||(y„«„)(||7-<oo.
n>n0

We also have by (2.14) that

(2.15) sup{\\J„un(t)\\: n> n0,  0 < t < T} < oo.

On the other hand, recalling that (2.9) holds for all  n > «o, we have that

{||Wn»/"l|} is bounded. Then it follows from (2.11) that

(2.16) sup /    \\A„un\\2dt < oo.
«>/i0 JO

We now show that {Jnun} is relatively compact in L2(0, T; H). Let e > 0.

Then, by (2.14) and (2.15), there exists an integer Wo > 0 such that

(2.17) \\Jnu„(t)-J„un(s)\\2<e/6T   for all n > n0 and \t - s\ < 2T/m0.

On the other hand, we have that there exists D > 0 such that

inf{p„w„(T)||: t<x <t + T/m0} <D   for all n > n0 and 0 < t < T - T/m0.

We now choose {?m,„: no < n,   1 < m < mo} c [0, T] such that

T(m-\)/mo<tm,n<Tm/mo   and   \\Anu„(tm,n)\\ < D

for n > no and 1 < m < mo. Here we fix nx > 1 . Then, since

Jn(un(tm,n)) = Jni(JnUn(tm ,„) + AnU„(tm ,„)/«i)     for « > 1 ,
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we find by (Hx) that {Jn(un(tm,n))} is relatively compact. Then we may as-

sume by extracting subsequences that {Jn(un(tm,n))'- n > 1} is a convergent

sequence for all 1 < m < mo. Then we have from (2.17) and the observation

above that \\Jn(u„) - Jn'(un')\\T < e for n, n' sufficiently large. Since e > 0 is

arbitrary, we have that {/„(«„)} is relatively compact in L2(0, T; H).

Therefore, we may assume that there exists a T-periodic function u £ W
and

(2.18) J„u„ -» u   strongly in L2(0, T; H).

Also we may assume that A„u„ -* z £ L2(0, T; H) weakly in L2(0, T; H)

by the boundedness of {||^„m„||t'} . On the other hand, we have

(2.19) /    \\u„ - Jnun\\2 dt = —= /    \\Anun\\2dt —> 0   as n —> co.
Jo «   Jo

Then we find by (2.18) and (2.19) that

lim    /   (Anun-Amum,un~um)dt = 0.

Since A is maximal monotone in L2(0, T; H), we have by [1, Chapter II,

Proposition 1.1] that

(2.20) Anun^z£Au   weakly in L2(0, T; H).

We also have that \untt -+ 0 weakly in Wx<2(0, T; H), because j; J0T \unt\2 dt
-> 0 as n-too. Therefore, by (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20), we have that u is a
T-periodic solution of the problem (P).   □

3. Example

Let  Q c RN  be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary dQ,  and

y/: R —► R be a convex function. We put

n

(3.1) Au = YD'a'(Du)   for u£D(A)

where at(p) = dy/(p)/dpi for p £ RN and D(A) = {u £ HX(Q): Au £ L2(Q)}.

We assume that at is continuously differentiable and satisfies

n n

Ya^p)Pi ^ wi^i2 - co and Y ifl«'^)i - Cx \p\ + °2
(=1 1=1

for all p £ RN, where Co, Cx , and C2 are positive constants. Then A is a

subdifferential of the functional u -> Jn y/(u)dx and satisfies the assumption

(H\) (cf. Vrabie [10]) with H = L2(co). Let g: R x R -» R be a Caratheodory
mapping satisfying g(t, x)x < Xx(co - e)|x|2 for some e > 0, where Ai is the

first eigenvalue of -A under the Dirichlet boundary condition. Then, since

(Au-g(t, u), u) >ct>||Vw||2-C0-/li(w-£)||w||2 >/Ii£||m||2-Co

for u £ H0x(co), the condition (*) is satisfied. We lastly see that the condition

(*)  is strictly weaker than  (ci)  and  (c2).   Let  ^(r) = t2  for x £ R and
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g(t, x) = Ai(sinf - 2)t3/(1 + t2) for (t, x) £ R x R. Let A be the operator

defined by (3.1) (i.e., A = -A). Then (Hx), (H2), and (*) are satisfied. The
operator A satisfies (ci) for a < Xx . But one can see that condition (c2) is

not satisfied. Let y/(x) = t4/(1 + t2) for x £ R and g be as above. In this
case, (#1), (H2), and (*) are satisfied, but A does not satisfy (ci) for any

a>0.
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